
STRATHNAIRN
COMMUNITY COUNCIL

GENERAL MEETING NUMBER 250 IN FARR COMMUNITY HALL  7.30 pm
MONDAY 15th MAY 2017

MINUTES

SCC Members Present - James Murray (Chair) [JM], Peter Christie (Hon. Sec [PC], Ian Hunt 
[IH], Dougie Henderson [DH], Scott MacDonald [SMD], Mike Fitzgerald [MF], David Maclean 
(Minute Secretary) [DMC].

HC Members Present –Cllr Davidson [MD], Cllr Caddick [CC], Cllr MacPherson [DM].

Members of Public Present – 6 members of the public present (including PC Cathy McGibbon) 

1. Apologies

Apologies were received from Bea Wallace [BW], Sally Moore[SM], Isobel McQueer[IM] 
and Cllr Gowans.

2.  Approval of Minute 20th March 2017

Pt.2: SMD noting that CMG should read CPG, and that he was expressing his opinion that he 
feels this group had served its purpose over a period of time and that his view is that to take it 
forward the new impetus should be the Development Trust.
Pt.14: It should be noted that the matter of raising the letter to Mr Hardie was proposed by IM 
and seconded by DH. Mr Hardie enquired as to why the action from the March minute – point 
10(i) had not been recorded on the April minute and this action seems to have been erased. 
JM replied that he had issued a letter to Mr Hardie in April 2017 and this addressed all the 
issues and the matter was closed – the reason the matter arose in the April meeting was that 
the Agenda had already been issued so it was added as AOCB. 
MF left the meeting at 19:50.
CC advised that a wording for the minute should be agreed so the matter can be closed. Mr 
Hardie advised that the matter has been referred to David Haas at Highland Council.  IH 
advised if that is the case we must let him act on it and the CC will be advised if further action 
is needed. JM happy for it to be minuted that a letter was not sent to Mr Hardie in June 2016 
from the SCBF, and that he had sent him a letter in April 2017 clearing stating this. 
Minutes proposed by IH. Seconded by DH.

3. Declaration of Interests

Nothing noted.

4. Matters arising from Minute

Point 4, Item 14 – PC noting that a pedestrian gate had indeed not been erected at this time, 
but now there is such a gate in place.    



Point 4, Item 6b – MD did speak to Colin MacKenzie, he advised he now cannot take this 
money from the grant, so advising insurance needs to be applied for. MD advising however 
that she will go back to Colin MacKenzie and confirm this.     Action: Councillor Davidson. 
Point 5 – IH asked PC McGibbon about the action of forwarding information on noted 
accidents on the A9. PC McGibbon advised that this had not been done and will be action 
asap.                                                                                                   Action: PC McGibbon.
Point 8(a) – CC unsure if this had been taken forward or completed. PC advised he will talk 
to John Taylor to take forward.                              Action: PC to discuss with John Taylor  
Point 4, Item 13 – PC advising Mrs Collier has been away so has been unable to discuss 
matters with her. RSPB are open to something been done at Loch Ruthven. A member of the 
public noting he would be happy to volunteer to help in any way. 
Point 14 - Mr Hardie noting and requesting that it be minuted that the Directors of the Benefit 
Fund should not have been permitted to vote as such in this matter – and added that it was 
improper that IM proposed this as she is at the heart of the original complaint. Also, to note 
that the matter has been referred to David Haas at Highland Council.  

5. Community Policing Report and local issues

PC McGibbon referred to her recent report highlighting that there had been 19 calls since the 
last meeting, 14 of these in relation to the A9. 
Under public protection there had been: 
1 Missing person traced Daviot Quarry, no domestics, no vulnerable persons, 1 suspicious 
person report at Daviot Quarry - officers attended no trace and 2 reports of vehicles parked in 
area concerns for persons – false call but good intent. 
Under road safety there had been:
5 calls received to minor matters on the A9 and 2 fixed penalties issued for miscellaneous 
offences. 
Under alcohol and drug misuse, there had been 1 drug stop on the A9 – testing positive – 
reported to the procurator fiscal.
There were no issues in the areas of anti-social behaviour or dishonesty.
Update on -previous agreed actions:
Patrols have been carried out at a local cabin to deter anti-social behaviour - No one traced 
and no further calls to the area. Speed checks have been carried out resulting in one 3 point 
fine issued within the area and 2 persons warned.
DH noting a recent accident where due to the speed of an oncoming bus a car was badly 
damaged having to go over a deep pot hole at the side of the road. DM asked PC McGibbon 
what action the police would take if called to a pot hole incident – PC McGibbon advised it 
would be reported to the Council. IH advised that the pot hole would probably be deemed as 
edge of the highway so outside council provision. A member of the public noted that 
according to the council this road is twin tracked for 58% of its length – this classification is 
incorrect and has been raised before to the council – also noting that previously it had been 
advised there was money available for a cycle track to the school, but this has not 
materialised. MD advised she will check on this matter.           Action: Councillor Davidson.
DH asked why Foyers and Fort Augustus were getting additional lay-bys built on their roads 
and this was happening locally. MD responded by advising the upgrades at Fort Augustus 
were due to part of a wind farm project but unaware of work at Foyers. MD also updated on 
three matters that she is seeking an update on: (i) Farr Village Traffic calming measures , 
particularly past the school. (ii) Road improvements from Knocknagael to Tomatin pylon 
upgrade – where and when is the money coming in. (iii) Road improvements from Aberarder 



wind farm project.                                                                   Action: Councillor Davidson
DH also noted car parking at Tomfat woods is dangerous and he will be speaking to the owner 
about this shortly.
PC McGibbon left the meeting at 20:10.

6. Financial Report
No report received, so item carried over to the next meeting. 

7. AGM 19th June 2017
PC advising the next meeting will also be the AGM – the normal meeting will immediately 
follow the AGM.

8. Planning Application and updates, including:

(a) Report from IH on applications 
IH reporting on three new planning applications and three updates as per his issued report.
A Member of the public noted that significant forestry had recently been removed and without 
correct consent being received – Highland Council need to be aware of this. 

9. Community Development/ Foundation Scotland

SMD reported that the Benefit Fund have received a draft report from Foundation Scotland – 
and meetings have been held to discuss this which have been productive. The outcome of 
these meetings is to look at where do we go with the information contained within the report. 
The report is extensive (62 pages) so its proposed that a condensed report is issued to the local 
community via the newsletter, this will contain questions asking the community to come back 
with comments and suggestions to help shape the structure going forward. A full version will 
be available but unsure in what format and in what way. SMD noted that in his opinion 
following the receipt of this feedback, a Development Trust should be put in place, a 
Development Officer should be recruited and a consultant hired to assist with this process, 
with a view to having a Development Trust up and running ASAP – based on feedback from 
the community.
There was much discussion round this with members of the public noting that previously 
there had been a lack of community engagement and this is an opportunity to put that right. 
There is high interest in the Benefit Fund, so it is crucial this is done correctly with full 
community engagement.
CC enquired as to how feedback is being collated. SMD advised he is unsure as yet as still 
working on getting the condensed report ready for distribution. A member of the public asked 
if the survey can be anonymous as in a previous situation regarding a return of comments, 
information had been leaked in a public forum. 
IH noted that getting people to respond to previous matters had been difficult, and we need to 
come up with something to ensure a high engagement level. He also noted if information had 
been leaked from the previous Energy Grant returns then that would be of concern.
A member of the public suggested offering incentives such as vouchers, meals or whisky. JM 
noted that it is hoped Foundation Scotland with their experience and knowledge around this 
can assist with ensuring a good engagement level. 
MD and DM noted that in other communities, the use of consultants had produced good 
results and high levels of community engagement - stressing the importance of a constructive 
process with all people being part of it.
SMD noting that the existing Benefit Fund structure needs to change and sees this as a new 
enterprise and an opportunity for people, to fully get involved in this new structure. 
A member of the public noted that the full report should be available to the public not just the 



abbreviated one, and in the interests of engagement and transparency this report must be made 
available.
PC enquired as to any update on Broadband for Ward 13. The meeting discussed broadband 
issues across the Ward. A member of the Public noted that the quickest way is for the 
community to do this, and he is arranging meetings with local providers – also noting BT 
have not met their commitments. MD advised BT have met their commitments in terms of the 
contract. DM noted that a fast and efficient broadband service is a very key issue.  

10. Correspondence received. (via email unless indicated otherwise.)

a) – Public consultation on improving parking in Scotland. The consultation is open to all and 
all interested parties are encouraged to take part in the consultation via the Scottish 
Government’s consultation platform, Citizen Space, at 
https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/road-policy/improving-parking-in-scotland  and will run 
until 30 June 2017.  The consultation paper can be found here 
https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/road-policy/improving-parking-
inscotland/user_uploads/improving-parking-in-scotland.pdf. This was noted   

b) – Minutes and agenda for Inverness Area Community Council Forum to be held on 
Thursday 27th April at 6.30pm for 7.00pm in the Town House.  IH noting that he 
usually attends these meetings but was unaware of this one as he had not been advised. 
PC noting, he had attended the previous meeting where the main topic of discussion had 
been Broadband.

c) – Invitation to apply for Channel 4: VILLAGE OF THE YEAR 2017. PC has circulated 
this, but had received no responses. 

11. List of Events, Meetings and dates for attendance and interest.
a) – AGM of Farigaig Community Steering Group, Gorthleck Hall. 7:30 pm Friday 12 May. 

Purchase of buildings, amenity area and toilet at Inverfarigaig. Noted
b) – The AGM of Strathnairn Community Council will be on 19th  June 2017. Noted

12. Questions from members of the Public.
Nothing noted.

13. AOCB
(i) – IH noting that a letter of thanks should be sent to the Highland Councillors who were not 

re-elected thanking them for their contribution, and it be noted in the minute our thanks 
to them for their time and efforts whilst in post.                 Action: JM to issue letters.

(ii) – IH noting that there are two options for a proposed new layby – to be situated either near 
the shop at the junction or near Farr Hall. He has concerns regarding the location near 
the junction and would propose that the CC request the siting be made nearer the hall. 
Meeting discussed that there has been much public discussion around this, and there is 
no clear consensus as to the best location – there are pros and cons for either location. A 
member of the public noted that the CC should not be making a proposal or suggestion 
for change without getting a clear community stance. PC agreed with this as did MD 
who proposed she asks for an update from Highland Council before deciding next 
actions.                                                                             Action: Councillor Davidson.

(iii) – JM advised that half price rail travel for over 60s will cease on 21st May 2017.
(iv) – A member of public noted his congratulations to the newly elected Highland 

Councillors for the ward.  Those present agreed.
14. Date of the next CC Meeting [251] – Monday 19th June 2017 – before this meeting 

begins the AGM of the Community Council will take place.
The Community Council is required to issue the agenda 7 days before it’s meeting.  To be certain that  
an item can be included please make sure that it is submitted ten days before our meeting is due to take  
place.
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